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Chapter 1643

The immortal sea has strict regulations on external invasion.

Similarly, there are strong rules for the departure of the people of the clan, like ordinary
guards in this clan. Almost their entire lives are not qualified to leave the immortal sea,
so they have a huge curiosity about things outside.

Seeing the fresh stuff Futian brought out at this moment, I couldn’t help but be moved.

But after all, they are just ordinary guards. They don’t even have the qualification to see
the patriarch, so how can they help Futian report?

One of the guards raised an eyebrow at his companion. He whispered: “Go get it.”

The man reminded: “Can you see the patriarch? What can you do if you take it? Can
you do what he wants?”

“Take it first before talking. What nonsense.”

The man also couldn’t resist the temptation, and walked in front of Futian and collected
all the things Futian had brought.

“You go back first. I will report to the patriarch. As for whether he sees you or not, this is
not my final say.” After receiving the bribe, the guard said to Futian.

Futian gritted his teeth secretly, knowing that these two guys are likely to take things and
do nothing. This time, I am afraid it will fall into the sea.

“I have an urgent matter to see your patriarch, I can wait here.” Futian said.

“Don’t you know the rules of the immortal sea area? This is not a place where outsiders
can stay. If you are willing to wait, go to other places and wait.” After that, the two
clansmen of the immortal sea area are hidden in the water. .

Futian gritted his teeth with hatred, but he did not dare to mess around in the immortal
sea.

After all, he is no longer the patriarch of one of the three big families, and he is not
qualified to be in the immortal sea.

If he dares to make trouble. Even if he died here, no one would sympathize with him.

on the other hand.



Amelia Su is about to be executed. Has spread in Xuanyuan World.

And at this time, George Han was still eating and drinking with Mo Yang Dao Twelve
and two people at the wine table. In order to enjoy the happiness before parting.

Without the food, Liu Fang assumed the task of going out to buy.

But when she came to the street, she kept hearing Amelia Su’s name, and almost
everyone was discussing this matter.

The main reason why those people discussed so intensely was because they were
curious about Amelia Su’s identity and who she was. She was sentenced for what and
why she was sentenced. Will let so many people know.

“What are you talking about, what Amelia Su?” Liu Fang asked casually, pulling two
passersby.

“You don’t know yet. I heard that Amelia Su is going to be executed. I don’t know who
she is, and she has such a big influence. This matter is not just about Basin City. I heard
that the entire imperial court Discussing this matter.”

“Yes, no one knows about the entire imperial court. I guess this is also somebody.”

Hearing these words, Liu Fang stopped buying wine and vegetables. Hurry home.

Although she didn’t know why this happened, Amelia Su among these people should be
the Amelia Su she knew.

Back home, the three people who did not deliberately keep themselves awake with their
own abilities were already drunk.

“Something happened, something big happened.” Liu Fang said to the three.

But in an instant, the three woke up, after all, they are not ordinary people now. When
the drunkenness brought about by alcohol disappears is just a matter of thought.

“I was surprised. What are you doing.” Mo Yang said to Liu Fang with some reproach, as
if he was complaining that she was ignorant. Disrupt the atmosphere at this time.

“I just went out and heard everyone outside talking about Amelia Su.” Liu Fang said.

Upon hearing that Amelia Su was at stake, Mo Yang quickly closed his mouth, not
daring to blame any more.

George Han walked up to Liu Fang for the first time and asked, “What’s going on.”

“I don’t know, but people outside are all discussing Amelia Su, saying that she is going
to be executed.” Liu Fang said.



George Han’s expression sank, and he immediately walked toward the street.

Sure enough, almost everyone was discussing this matter, as if it was fermented in an
instant, Amelia Su became unknown.

But if you pull up a person at random, the other party only knows about this, and doesn’t
know where the news comes from.

George Han stopped and stood there, looking up at the sky.

He knew that this matter must have something to do with the Fu family.

Fu Leng failed to kill him and also lost his life. This must be another method used by the
Fu family.

They spread the incident about Amelia Su’s imminent execution in Xuanyuan World,
hoping that this incident could reach George Han’s ears.

And the purpose is nothing more than to hope that George Han can go to Bafang World.

George Han could see through this inferior technique at a glance without even thinking
about it.

“George, what’s going on? Didn’t Amelia go to Bafang World?” Mo Yang asked George
Han.

Amelia Su did go to Bafang World, but she must have encountered some trouble, and
this trouble seemed to have something to do with herself.

Chapter 1644

“This is the Fu family’s line trying to force me to go to Bafang World.” George Han said
coldly.

The purpose of this matter is already obvious.

If the Fu clan really wants to execute Amelia Su, there is no need to release news in
Xuanyuan World.

And their only purpose in doing this is not to force George Han to go to Bafang World?

Hearing what George Han said. The three Mo Yang were worried.

Forcing him to go to the Octagon World in this way is obviously going to disadvantage
him.

“This is a trap.”



“Yes, the Fu family did this, and they definitely want to deal with you.”

“You have to calm down.”

Facing the reminders from the three of them, George Han had no intention of shrinking
in his heart.

Go ahead to dangers.

How could George Han watch Amelia Su in danger?

“It seems. This meal will only be left for the next time.” George Han said.

Upon hearing this, the three knew that George Han had made up his mind.

Dao Twelve wanted to persuade something, but was stopped by Mo Yang.

Because Mo Yang is very clear. When Amelia Su was in danger, George Han couldn’t
take care of his own safety.

For example, Liu Fang is in danger, and Mo Yang will not turn a blind eye either. This
feeling is beyond the understanding of the single dog of Dao Twelve.

However, even though the Twelve Sabre was blocked, what he wanted to say still
blurted out: “Three thousand, this matter. You must think deeply, now you are not an
opponent of the Fu family, this trap. , You must be sent to death.”

“There is still a chance to meet, we must have a good drink.” After speaking, George
Han turned around without hesitation and left.

in danger!

Even knowing he will die!

George Han would not hesitate at all. Even if he went to the Octagon World, George
Han could not directly rescue Amelia Su, he could still follow the event in secret. When
Amelia Su is truly in danger, he can appear in front of Amelia Su for the first time.

of course. George Han is not a fool, he will never rush to the Fu family line recklessly.
This kind of mentally retarded behavior couldn’t help but cost him his life, and he
couldn’t save Amelia Su.

After walking out of the gate of Longyun City, Linlong appeared on George Han’s
shoulders.

It is the same as the red-eyed Yumang, now sitting on George Han’s arm, for it. Very
well concealed his whereabouts, but for the red-eyed Yumang. This is not a happy thing.



The suppression of blood has made Red-eyed Yumang afraid to breathe in the air
recently.

“Although this is something you can’t escape, but if you go, you will probably lose your
life directly.” Linlong said to George Han.

“Is there any way. I can quietly ascend to all directions?” George Han asked.

“If you want to ascend to all directions, you must go through the baptism of sky thunder.
This cannot be changed.” Lin Long said.

When there is a sky thunder, there will inevitably be a big movement, and such a big
movement, the Fu family will naturally know.

under these circumstances. I’m afraid that when George Han came to Bafang World, the
Fu family had already arranged someone to arrest him. This is not the result George
Han wanted.

“My body has already been tempered by the sky thunder, so I don’t need to do it again.”
George Han said.

“Only the sky thunder can open the heavenly gate, unless someone in the eight
directions world is willing to help you, otherwise it is impossible to open the heavenly
gate with your abilities.” Linlong explained that this matter, in Linlong’s view, is not
necessary at all. want. Because it is impossible.

“You mean, as long as the ability is strong enough. Can you open the Heavenly Gate?”
George Han asked.

“Yes, but you. Certainly not. There is another possibility. You can easily control the
power of Pangu axe, but you can’t control it.” Linlong said with a smile.

George Han has self-knowledge and wants to control the power of Pan Gu Axe. It will be
a year of the monkey. If this is done to be able to go to the Bafang World, maybe Amelia
Su is already a dead bone.

“Although I can’t do it, someone can do it,” George Han said.

“Who?” Lin Long asked curiously.

“It’s hard for you to forget Chi Meng? She is the sword spirit of the ancient gods, and
opening Tianmen should be a small matter for her.” George Han said.

Chi Meng opened the gate of heaven.

This is indeed possible.

But how could Chi Meng help George Han?



“The emperor invites you to the Emperor Dragon Hall. This matter is probably Chi’s
dream of regaining the body. It can’t wait to kill you, and will help you?” Lin Long
disdainfully said.

“Let’s see, it can’t kill me, can’t it be obedient? Unless it doesn’t even want the body.” In
this matter, George Han holds the body of Chi Meng, which is equivalent to controlling
the right. .

No matter what Chi Meng had planned, after all, this was Xuanyuan World, and George
Han was still invincible.

If it wants to use the help of Emperor Zun to take back the jade sword, this is obviously
whimsical.

George Han killed Emperor Zun once, and he could kill a second time.

“You are also treacherous, and Chi Meng is really sad to meet you.” Lin Long exclaimed.

Chapter 1645

Emperor Dragon Hall.

Chi Meng sat in the position of Emperor Zun.

But the emperor stood on the side in awe like his subordinates.

“I heard that George Han is already on the road, what do you want me to do?” Emperor
Zun asked Chi Meng.

Chi Meng helped him fix Fu Leng. At this time, it was when Emperor Zun repayed Chi
Meng, although he was a little bit resistant to the fact that Chi Meng was sitting in his
place. However, due to Chi Meng’s powerful strength, this made the emperor dare not
complain at all.

The woman in front of her, after all, was the strong man who killed the world of all
directions, and she could kill herself at any time if she wanted to.

“I want him to die on this hall.” Chi Meng gritted his teeth and said, George Han
threatened her with his body, which is extremely shameful to her.

As an ancient god soldier, Chi Meng’s master selection requirements are very high. And
George Han’s trash obviously couldn’t meet her requirements, so the threat of George
Han had completely angered Chi Meng.

“It’s very simple. I will gather masters from all walks of life, and I will definitely make it
difficult for him to fly.” The Emperor said confidently.



Chi Meng smiled contemptuously. Although she needed to use Emperor Zun to kill
George Han, the words of Emperor Zun also made her feel ridiculous.

George Han is an ant to the Bafang World, but in the Xuanyuan World, he is an absolute
powerhouse.

“Do you know what state he is?” Chi Meng said.

The emperor showed a confident smile, and said: “You don’t know anything, in this hall,
I can increase my strength, even if it is a strong master at the extreme master level, it is
impossible to be my opponent.”

“This ancient formation method can indeed make people stronger in a short time.” Chi
Meng said.

Hearing this, Emperor Zun’s eyes lit up.

Regarding the secret of this formation, several generations of emperors tried to
understand, but in the end they found nothing.

Hearing what Chi Meng said, she seemed to have a good understanding of this
formation.

“This is the ancient formation? Do you know the secret of this formation?” the emperor
asked curiously.

“This was set up by an ancient strong man. It was originally designed to defeat another
ancient strong man. When the formation was established, the possessor had a stronger
power. After so many years, the remaining power of the formation has already appeared.
It’s trivial.”

After a pause, Chi Meng continued: “But for someone like you, it’s still strong enough.”

Seeing how Chi Meng said it, the emperor couldn’t help but continue to ask: “You mean,
this formation. Created by the ancient strong?”

“Stupefied, haven’t you heard anything about the War of the Ancients?” Chi Meng said.

The War of the Ancients is probably the most legendary legend in the entire Xuanyuan
world. But this incident came from the ears of the population, and there is no substantive
evidence to prove that this incident really exists.

So for most people. Just listen to this incident as a story, and no one will take it
seriously.

“I have heard of it, but many people want to find evidence to prove that this matter exists,
but nothing is found. As time passes, this matter is just a legend.” said the emperor. He
had no legend of the ancient war. Not believe it at all. But the level of belief is also very



low, after all, even the imperial court secret book does not record anything about the
ancient war.

“Evidence? You rubbish. Do you deserve to find evidence? The ancient battlefield can’t
be visited by anyone alone.” Chi Meng said.

Speaking of this matter, Chi Meng was still a little shocked that George Han could really
leave the ancient battlefield safely.

She tried to go to the ancient battlefield to retrieve her body by herself, but the powerful
force inside could tear her to pieces in an instant. So she had to give up this idea, and
only ordered George Han to go after she met George Han.

In Chi Meng’s view. There is a high possibility that George Han would die on the ancient
battlefield, and he was torn apart by strength, but in the end it was George Han who
found Jade Sword and returned safe and sound.

“You know so well, have you been troubled?” Emperor Zun asked cautiously, for fear
that this question angered Chi Meng.

Chi Meng’s face was frosty. Did not answer this question, but angrily rebuked: “If you
have nothing to do with you, you’d better not ask more.”

“Yes, yes.” The emperor nodded repeatedly.

“Although there are formations to help. But you want to kill him, it is not that simple.” Chi
Meng reminded.

These words made the emperor feel a little disdainful, even if he is a strong master in
the extreme master realm, as long as he is in the formation, he can win the battle. How
could it not be easy to deal with an unknown junior?

“He is the only divine realm in Xuanyuan World. With the current strength of the
formation, he cannot play a decisive role.” Chi Meng continued.

When the emperor heard the word god realm, he was stunned.

Divine Realm!

It is the realm in the legend of Xuanyuan World.

And whether this realm really exists, no one knows at all, because of Xuanyuan World.
There has never been a god realm.

Regarding the record of the gods, there are only few records in the imperial court secret.
Moreover, the narrative is vague, and it is impossible to tell whether the gods really
exist.



“You…you are not kidding me, Xuanyuan World. Really there are strong gods?” Di Zun
said with a shocked expression.

“Do you think I would be joking with you?” Chi Meng said.

The emperor was already stunned in place, not knowing how to react, because this
incident was too shocking for him.

If the opponent is really strong in the gods, then even with the blessing of the formation,
he is probably not an opponent.

“I will be closed in the hall these days to increase the power of the formation. You order,
no one will disturb.” Chi Meng said to the emperor.

When the emperor heard this, he had a little reaction and nodded quickly.

Regarding the matter of the powerhouse of the gods, the emperor had digested it for a
long time, but he still couldn’t believe it, because this was a legendary thing, and the
probability of occurrence should be very low.

“Emperor, what’s the matter with you?” Seeing the emperor under the moon with a
worried look, couldn’t help asking.

The emperor took a deep breath and said, “There are strong gods in the world of
Xuanyuan, do you believe it?”

Yuexia was stunned for a moment, and then smiled, and said, “Di Zun, what are you
kidding me? The God Realm is a legendary realm. How can it really exist? That’s just
the fantasy of a strong master in the Extreme Master Realm.”

fantasy?

This is indeed a thought of the strongest masters, only in this way can they have the
motivation to continue practicing.

But this fantasy, from Chi Meng’s mouth, is more than just a fantasy.

Moreover, she can tell the secret of the formation, which shows that her identity is
absolutely extraordinary.

Chapter 1646

“This is true.” Di Zun said in a deep voice.

Seeing that Emperor Zun didn’t mean to be joking, Yuexia’s expression became serious.



“It’s hard to say, this powerhouse of the gods, is George Han?” Everything about this
incident. Almost all of them were due to George Han, so Yue subconsciously believed
that the powerhouse of the gods in the emperor’s mouth was George Han.

“Yes, her request is that I can kill George Han.” Di Zun’s tone revealed a hint of
helplessness. In the face of the power of the gods, even with the blessing of the
formation, he did not have any confidence, because it was already beyond his cognitive
strength.

“Kill the powerhouse of the gods?” Yue Xia swallowed unconsciously. Said: “This is not
a simple thing, why doesn’t she do it herself?”

Regarding this question, Emperor Zun had also thought about Chi Meng’s ability to kill
the strong from the Bafang world, and the Divine Realm might be a simpler thing for her.

But if she didn’t make a move, she was bound to have an ulterior secret, which was not
something that the emperor could guess at will.

“I don’t know. But she must not be able to shoot for some reason.” Di Zun said.

Chi Meng is not unable, but not afraid.

She did have the strength to kill George Han, but in the process, George Han also had
time to destroy her body.

Once the body is damaged, Chimeng, who is a sword spirit, will naturally be implicated.
At that time, she may be directly transformed into a spiritual energy and disappear.

“But let you deal with the strong of the gods, don’t you die?” Yuexia said anxiously.

“She can make the formation stronger. So as to enhance my strength, since she asked
me to do this, she will definitely help me with all her strength.” said Emperor Zun.

Moon nodded, if so. Emperor Zun may still have a chance to deal with George Han.

“However, I now want to know if he is a real powerhouse of the gods.” Emperor Zun is
willing to believe Chi Meng’s words, but he also wants to confirm this matter through his
own means.

After all, the Divine Realm was still somewhat unbelievable to Xuanyuan World.

“By the way, Fei Lingsheng has arrived. Maybe she knows about this.” Yuexia said, for
him who is in charge of all the information. When Fei Lingsheng appeared in
Huanglongcheng, he had already received the news.

“How could she suddenly come to Emperor Dragon City?” Emperor Zun asked
curiously.



“I don’t know too much, but if you call to ask, don’t you know?” Yuexia said.

“En.” The emperor nodded. Said: “Go and invite her, I want to see her right away.”

A private courtyard in Huanglongcheng.

This is the home of Fei Lingsheng in Huanglongcheng. Although she doesn’t go back to
this place often, Fei Lingsheng lives here every time she goes to Emperor Dragon City.

The reason why she appeared in Emperor Dragon City was actually related to George
Han.

Because the emperor invited. So George Han would also come to Emperor Dragon City,
and Fei Lingsheng came to see what Emperor Zun wanted to do with George Han.

Fei Lingsheng still has previous memories. So she knew that Emperor Zun had died in
the hands of George Han, whether history would repeat itself, and whether Emperor Zun
would die in the same way, this was something Fei Lingsheng was very curious about.

More importantly, Fei Lingsheng still wanted to see who was the one who could kill Fu
Leng.

“Unexpectedly, not long after I arrived home, Master Yue had already come to the door.
The news is really well-informed.”

When standing at the door of Fei Lingsheng’s house next month. Fei Lingsheng had
already sensed it.

Moonlight did not show any surprises, and Fei Lingsheng was a strong master at the
extreme teacher level after all. She was able to sense this, and it was a matter of
course.

“Senior Fei. The Emperor wants to see you, so please come with me.” Yuexia said.

Although Fei Lingsheng was the number one power in the imperial court, she still had to
follow the emperor’s summons.

It’s just that Emperor Zun came so quickly that Fei Lingsheng didn’t understand what he
wanted to do?

On the way to the Emperor’s Court, Fei Lingsheng asked Yuexia: “Master Yue, I don’t
know what the Emperor is looking for?”

“I’m just a person who is responsible for spreading the word. Senior Fei can really look
down on me. How would I know what Emperor Zun asked you for.” Yuexia said with a
smile.



“Master Yue is really modest. No one in the imperial court knows that you are the
confidant of the emperor, and know all the things about the emperor, how can you not
know such a small thing.” Fei Lingsheng said with a smile. The old thing must know the
reason, but just don’t want to reveal it.

“Senior Fei joked, how could I know everything about the emperor, he is the emperor,
and I am just a slave.” Yuexia said.

“Since Master Yue didn’t mean to say, then I don’t force it. I just hope that Master Yue
will not ask me in the future. Otherwise, I may not be able to help much.” Fei Lingsheng
said coldly.

The two stopped talking and walked all the way to the imperial court.

The imperial court, understood literally, is the residence of the emperor.

This is arguably the most luxurious courtyard in the entire imperial court, and it is also
the most heavily guarded place.
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